GAMIFICATION METHOD IN TEACHING AND LEARNING: A CASE OF RETAILING MANAGEMENT SUBJECT
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Abstract: Currently, the use of gamification element in teaching and learning has become dominant. Generation Y students are more receptive to this technique as it is easier for them to grasp the information either inside or outside of the classrooms. With regards to this, a research on students’ engagement has been conducted in order to compare between traditional method and gamification method of teaching and learning among 150 students at a public university in the East Coast of Peninsular Malaysia. The result indicates that students’ engagement is higher when using gamification method. As a conclusion, the use of gamification element has been proven to increase the students’ interest in learning difficult subjects as well as improve the ability of lecturers to communicate information in a more efficient and effective manner.
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Introduction

Teaching and learning in education industry has reached to the new method in terms of interaction and assessment. Gamification element is one of the new methods to enhance the students’ engagement in class session (Nah, Zeng, Telaprolu, Ayyappa, & Eschenbrenner, 2014). In this study, positive engagement of students was found in terms of communication, engagement, interaction, involvement and participation. This finding managed to support a study by Hamari, Koivisto, and Sarsa (2014) which found that the students will get involve in class activities which are embedded with the gamification element. Therefore, the academicians should be creative in delivering teaching and learning method to ensure more participation (Bishop, 2014). Moreover, the world that we are living in is changing rapidly especially in the area of science, technology and economy. Hence, in order to put ourselves at par in the entire
globe, one should be creative in all areas and become a reformist to cope with domestic, national and global problems (Tarman, 2016).

**Problem Statement**
Traditional method of teaching and learning is notably famous for its one-way approach as less interaction involved among educators and students. Davis (1993) concurs that traditional lecturing is a one-way communication in which the student is a passive participant. As a matter of fact, lectures still remain as one of the most common higher learning educational approaches in college teaching (Mulryan-Kyne, 2010). A recent study by Goyal and Krishnamurthy (2018) revealed that the same methodology is used to teach all categories of students in traditional learning systems. Therefore, researchers from all over the world have come out with many methods, which include gamification, in order to inculcate active learning (Su & Cheng, 2015). This further highlights the need for a more engaging approach in teaching and learning activities.

**Objective**
The objective of this article is twofold. Firstly, to empirically assess students’ engagement before and after the implementation of gamification method. Secondly, to produce a model of gamification method based on the Input-Process-Output model of serious game design introduced by Garris, Ahlers, and Driskell (2002).

**Research Scope**
The scope of this study is based on the Input-Process-Output model of serious game design (Garris, Ahlers, & Driskell, 2002). For the purpose of this study, an empirical assessment of students’ engagement and involvement is done among full time university students studying at a public university located in the East Coast region of Malaysia.

**Literature Review**
A study conducted by Su and Cheng (2015) suggests that the gamified course led to greater students’ engagement and participation in online course activities based on the number of downloads of the lecture slides and number of online posts (online discussions of class materials and online queries related to course content). Furthermore, Buckley and Doyle (2016) demonstrate through a research that a statistically significant increase in students’ general knowledge of the national taxation system was found after the gamified learning intervention.

Implementation of gamification method has become popular and is being practically practiced among the academicians in the classroom environment (Hanus & Fox, 2015). Additionally, the application of gamification totally suits to the Generation Y within the class session (Epema & Iosup, 2014). The motivation model of this study was adapted from the Input-Process-Output model of serious game design (Garris, Ahlers, & Driskell, 2002). Practically, current teaching technique impacts the students’ interest in the classroom. Thus, instructional content and game characteristics are the inputs to a recurring game cycle that will ultimately produce learning.

Additionally, this model reflects the other available technologies which include learning resources, learning theories, learning tasks, and intended learning outcomes (Elgazzar, 2014). Therefore, the implementation of gamification element is relevant so as to instil the excitement mode in the learning environment (Doherty, Sharma, & Harbutt, 2015). However, this innovation would be more significantly successful with constructive support from the institution and the top management (Schneckenberg, 2009). Thus, the academicians should take this
opportunity to enhance their teaching commitment with gamification element embedded in teaching and learning activities.

Undoubtedly, the gamification method is highly relevant to be implemented in teaching and learning regardless of any disciplines of study. In a study by Abdullah, Sahari, and Husain (2014) found that the practice of gamification method in teaching and learning engineering course has been proven to increase the students’ engagement. Hence, this method is suitable to be practiced across multi-discipline background.

Prior studies reveal many potential advantages of gamification in education such as immediate feedback and productive learning (Gee, 2003). Furthermore, Connolly, Boyle, MacArthur, Hainey, and Boyle (2012) present a systematic literature review on game-based learning and serious gaming focusing on positive outcomes to the learning activities. Accordingly, many researchers conducted theoretical and empirical studies on gamification approach. Gamification in e-learning platform seems to have the potential to increase students’ motivation and big effort is required in the design and implementation of the experience for it to be fully motivating for participants (Domínguez et al., 2013).

**Theoretical Framework**

Figure 1 shows the process of Input-Process-Output model as introduced by Garris, Ahlers, and Driskell (2002). Concurrently, this model has the potential value to be implemented in higher learning institutions in Malaysia by embedding gamification perspective towards a new approach in teaching and learning. This initiative will definitely steer the Generation Y as well students to get involve in class participation.

![Figure 1: Input-Process-Output Model](image)

**Methodology and Result**

An empirical survey was conducted at a public university situated in the East Coast of Peninsular Malaysia involving 150 full time students. The method of the survey started with one question regarding the definition of merchandising which was asked to the students verbally. As a result, none of the student responds to the question. Subsequently, the students were asked once again by using the online discussion in Padlet application. At the end of the class session, the researcher ended up by using the Kahoot application so as to test the understanding level after the lecture session. Surprisingly, the engagement of the students increased to 98 percent compared to the previous method. The gamification element by Kahoot application further impacted the students’ interest. Table 1 displays the result of students’ engagement before and after gamification method.
Table 1: Students’ Engagement Before and After Gamification Method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

This study manages to produce the model of gamification method that is very much suitable to be implemented by academicians regardless of disciplines in order to increase students’ engagement and involvement in classrooms. The findings of this study have definitely verified the fact that by implementing gamification method, the perspective of delivering knowledge of Retailing Management subject has successfully changed from one-way communication to two-way communication that further supports the process of teaching and learning environment. This method certainly suits the characteristics of Generation Y students.

The use of technology influences students’ engagement especially among the Generation Y. Specifically, gamification indeed plays a significant role in embarking the students’ engagement and interest in Retailing Management subject. Hence, the academicians should apply various techniques in teaching and learning which includes gamification method. This would undoubtedly enliven the teaching and learning process of any subjects.
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